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The School of Engineering
it A&TState University has
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ciative of these funds which
will be used to

_ develop _

recruiting materials in support
_ r> _ ongoing recruitment

members will IhaRe^erStoriirf^*'
visits to high schools,
community colleges and
technical institutes around the
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you really ready for 8pring? Clea
shiny fresh? That depends as mu<
thing, on your clothes. And when
>mes to the best Spring wardrobe
ining around, you can't beat our
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: revitalize your wardrobe thewayshine wakes up sleeping flowers,
rtember: the rest of the world is gc
e fresh and clean this Spring. So <
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"We have found that one
-of the principal deficiencies
encountered in recruiting
sometimes, is the absence of

v 3B2-:s
' believe that an effective
recruitment program can ber
very effective in building the
enrollment in engineering
programs at A&T."
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